
4 Door Locker - Office/Gym

RRP: $449.95

Slim and versatile, the 4-Door Storage Locker gives up to four people the

ability to store personal belongings at work or at school. It may just be the

storage solution you've been looking for.

Four vertically-stacked lockers provide a good amount of room for small

personal belongings, purses, textbooks, office supplies, and much more.

This comes comes with 3-digit combination lock to ensure safety of your

items.

The locker is constructed with solid cold-rolled steel plate for excellent

sturdiness and durability, not to mention an attractive look. The steel is

also powder-coated to resist corrosion. The locker measures 180 x 38 x

45cm, and the maximum recommended weight capacity is approximately

30kg per locker. There are spaces designated for labels to help identify

lockers, and air vents are built-in to assure sufficient ventilation.

For even more storage, consider buying two or more units, which can be

placed side by side where you need them. A simple design makes

assembly easy, and your locker could be up and ready in minutes. Full

assembly instructions are included.

The 4-Door Storage Locker will offer plenty of functional storage to satisfy

your multi-user storage needs. Take advantage of our low everyday price

and buy today!

Features of the 4-Door Storage Locker:Features of the 4-Door Storage Locker:

4 lockers, vertically stacked
Colour: GreyGrey
Lock:  3-digit Combination Lock3-digit Combination Lock
Assembled Locker dimensions: 180 x 38 x 45cm (H x W x D)
Packaging dimensions: 192 x 55 x 7cm (H x W x D)
Built-in air vents for locker ventilation
Privacy and security
Recommended weight capacity: 30kg per locker
Durable cold-rolled steel plate construction
Powder-coated to resist corrosion

Features of 3-Digit Combination Lock:Features of 3-Digit Combination Lock:

When you need a secure option for your lockers, yet want an easy-to-use

backup system, this three-digit combination lock from Salvatore Angelotti

is the ideal solution. With a master key for each order, you can retrieve the

locker's contents, even if a user forgets the combination. Crafted from

durable, sturdy metal, this lock resists corrosion and is nearly impossible

to crack. With 1,000 possible numerical combinations, the lock ensures

that anyone trying to break into your locker by guessing the code will have

an impossible job.

It's the perfect choice for schools, gyms, hotels, offices – and even to
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organise your home's entry. Resistant to moisture and built to last, this 3-

digit lock will keep belongings safe inside the locker. Just keep the master

key in a safe place, and you'll have the best of both worlds – a difficult-to-

guess passcode and a backup plan that gives you quick access if the

user leaves or can't remember the combination. Order yours today!

Note:Note: Each order (not lock) comes with one master key only, regardless of

how many different locker units, quantities or combinations purchased. A

master key is sensitive in nature. An additional master key can be

purchased on special order only. Locker assembly required; instructions

and hardware included.

Attributes:Attributes:

Colour: Grey
Material: 3-Digit Combination Lock
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